INN-BALANCE
NEWSLETTER #6 – OCTOBER 2021
EDITORIAL
Dear Readers,
The project reaches its end and this is our last newsletter. We are happy
to share with you the latest news from the project and give you an update on the project results. We also would like to report on our final
project conference which was held on 19th October 2021. About 50
participants attended this fully online event (see further information page
4).
During the summer time, the fuel cell system was integrated in the automotive powertrain and since then reliability and performance tests have
been carried out by partner CEVT. Results will be fed into the last deliverables to be submitted by project end. A summary of the test activities can
be found at page 3.
This newsletter also contains a short presentation of partner AVL and its
contribution to INN-BALANCE (p.3) as well as presentation of the webbased tool developed by Fundación AYESA showing the benefits of a
manufacturing-oriented design approach (p.4).
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Last but not least, we would like to highlight that we will publish in the coming weeks the project guidebook, a short
document summing up the main activities and results achieved by INN-BALANCE. It also contains an overview of
the current market for hydrogen vehicles in Europe and provides an outlook to future challenges in this field (p. 5).
We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and would like to thank you for your interest in INN-BALANCE. We
wish a bright future to hydrogen mobility and hope that the technological innovations developed within the project
will soon be commercialised and integrated into fuel cell electric vehicles.
Best regards,
Paul Haering from Steinbeis 2i GmbH on behalf of the consortium

INN-BALANCE IN A NUTSHELL

PROJECT IDENTITY CARD

INN-BALANCE works towards the commercialization of
hydrogen based electric vehicles by improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of automotive fuel cells.

Title:

INN-BALANCE integrates the latest trends in fuel cell
vehicle technology into the development of
• a new air turbo compressor;
• combined hydrogen injection and recirculation;
• advanced control and diagnosis devices;
• a new concept of thermal management.
These components will add up to an innovative fuel cell
system and hence greatly improve the cost, the efficiency and the reliability of fuel cell powered vehicles.
Altogether, INN-BALANCE achievements in improving
fuel cells will benefit climate protection and energy security, and contribute to the creation of sustainable and
highly qualified job opportunities.

INN-BALANCE COMPONENTS

INNovative Cost Improvements for BALANCE of
Plant Components of Automotive PEMFC Systems

Duration: Jan. 2017– Oct. 2021
Funding: 5M Euro in the framework of Horizon
2020, via FCH JU

Coordination: Fundación Ayesa, Spain
Participant countries: Austria, Germany,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland

Field of research:
Development of industrialization-ready fuel
cells and system components for hydrogen vehicles

INN-BALANCE PARTNER PRESENTATION:
AVL LIST GMBH
With more than 11,000 employees, AVL is the world’s largest independent company for development, simulation and testing in the automotive industry, and in other sectors. AVL creates innovative and affordable
technologies to effectively reduce CO2 by applying a multi-energy carrier strategy for all applications – from
hybrid to battery electric and fuel cell technologies.
The company was founded in 1948 with the headquarters in Graz, Austria. In 2020, the company generated
a turnover of 1.7 billion Euros, of which 12% are invested in R&D activities.
Contributions to INN-BALANCE
In INN-BALANCE, AVL’s work focuses on the assembly and testing of the fuel cell anode module before its
final integration in the vehicle platform. AVL also oversees the development of the fuel cell control system
which ensures trouble-free operation and prevent damage to the different components.

WEB APP FOR COST EVALUATION OF BOP COMPONENTS FOR FUEL CELL ELECTRIC VEHICLES
With the cost evaluation app, the user can visualise the share of costs of each module and componenent of the INN-BALANCE automotive fuel cell system, and see the impact of manufacturingoriented design and economies of scale related to amount of units manufactured.
The web application developed by INN-BALANCE project partner Fundación Ayesa provides to the public
the relative evolution of costs for BoP components, before and after the manufacturing-oriented design,
and as a function of the number of units produced. Results are presented in the form of relative costs.

The user can choose between four different categories, system, anode, cathode and thermal, referring to
the three main BoP modules developed in the frame of INN-BALANCE. Categories are based on infor“Balance of Plant (BoP) components are crucial compounds of the hydrogen fuel cell for
monitoring and optimizing the performance of hydrogen fuel cells. The INN-BALANCE project further developed and improved the cost of such BoP components, e.g. by using manufacturing-oriented design. “
mation collected from the project partners. The different indicators allow to have a better understanding of
the relation between purchased and manufactured components, the share of a specific module cost in the
total system cost and the distribution of costs within single module.

Graphical user interface of the INN-BALANCE web application

We invite you to experience the application which is hosted here: https://cost-evaluation.innbalance-fchproject.eu

PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT:
VEHICLE TESTS IN SWEDEN
The commissioning of the complete fuel cell system started in PowerCell labs. Once the tests were
concluded, the fuel cell system was sent back to CEVT and implemented in the vehicle powertrain.
The fuel cell powered vehicle then underwent a commissioning process where the high voltage system and the
hydrogen system carefully was taken into operation. Once the vehicle was considered OK to undergo testing it
was installed in a vehicle rig at Chalmers University of Technology, where calibration and optimization of the FC
system continued together with Chalmers, partners PCS and AVL.
This was followed by several vehicle rig tests: the vehicle performance was assessed under different drive cycles, with high focus on WLTC and energy consumption, and the high voltage system and hydrogen system of
the vehicle were inspected during the vehicle’s normal operation.
Furthermore, the FCEV underwent testing
during real driving conditions at CEVT
Proving Ground, where performance and
functionality was tested, as well as environmental aspects during a Cold Start Campaign written by DLR. Partner PCS and
CEVT, with the support of all other partners
participating in the testing activities, carefully recorded all results and findings from the
system integration and testing activities and
integrated them into a final evaluation report.

Automotive tests at CEVT Proving Ground in Sweden,
Source: China Euro Vehicle Technology AB

LAST PROJECT EVENT:
THE INN-BALANCE FINAL CONFERENCE
The INN-BALANCE final conference was successfully held on Tuesday 19th October 2021
About 50 participants attended the online INN-BALANCE conference. It was a unique opportunity to learn more
about the project and the main technical developments achieved by the project partners. The conference was
divided in two parts of 90 minutes each including interactive Q&A sessions to answer questions from the audience.
The first part of the conference was dedicated to
the presentations of the general context, project
objectives and activities as well as the results of the
improved anode and cathode modules by partners
Fundacíon AYESA, AVL and Celeroton.

During the second part, attendees could learn more
about the innovative thermal management system
developed by partner DLR and the control system
jointly developed by partners AVL and UPC. The
two Swedish partners CEVT and PCS concluded
the second presentation round by summarising the
main results of the commissioning of the fuel cell Screenshot of the INN-BALANCE final conference
system and automotive tests.
recording
Despite the difficulties and challenges encountered during the project, notably due to COVID, the partners are
proud of the collaborative work accomplished on a European scale and have indicated that they will continue to
develop their product for a future market launch.

PROJECT NEWS:

PARTICIPATION IN THE FUTURE MOBILITY CONFERENCE AND PUBLICATION OF THE INNBALANCE GUIDEBOOK

Steinbeis 2i participated on 21st September 2021 in
the congress on future mobility solutions organised by
the technical academy Esslingen. The event focussed
on new developments and advances in the areas of
electric mobility. Different parallel sessions dedicated
to battery electric vehicles, fuel cell electric vehicles,
renewable fuels and hybrid electric vehicles were
held.

To facilitate knowledge transfer and help to disseminate
the INN-BALANCE results, a project guidebook was developed.

INN-BALANCE’s dissemination leader made a general presentation of the project including the motivations, the activities carried out and the results obtained. This event was a good opportunity to connect
with German stakeholders of the hydrogen and electric mobility sectors and present some results on improved Balance of Plant modules.

The main target groups of this document are vehicles
OEMs and their suppliers, fuel cell integrators and manufacturers, BoP manufacturers, research institutions, and
public authorities.

This guidebook presents the main project activities and
results generated during the project. It also contains an
overview of the current market for hydrogen vehicles in
Europe and provides an outlook to future challenges in
this field.

The guidebook is free and will be available for download
soon on the project webpage under the download section.

Thank you for reading the INN-BALANCE 5th Newsletter edition.
For more updates on the project, please have a look at our homepage
WWW.INNBALANCE-FCH-PROJECT.EU
INN-BALANCE is also on Twitter
@INNBALANCE_FCH

And on LinkedIN
https://www.linkedin.com/in/inn-balance-87a996140/

This project has received funding from the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking under grant agreement
No 735969. This Joint Undertaking receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and
Hydrogen Europe and N.ERGHY.
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